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August 3, 2022 
 
 
Greetings Theater Supporter, 
 
This is our annual appeal request; however, I would like to share why I think it’s so important that I would ask you for 
your contributions. 
 
I grew up in Cleveland, Ohio in a wonderful neighborhood. My greatest gifts were a large extended family that gathered 
together often and shared the gift of food, a local baseball field, Lake Erie, neighborhood friends, a library, and a movie 
theater (The Commodore). I grew up with a thirst for knowledge. I grew up with a need for adventure. I grew up with 
an imagination that was unquenchable. I grew up with a desire for escape. The gifts that were within walking distance 
saved my life and helped me thrive. The library offered me so much early on. I read and learned and read and learned. 
When I was old enough, I could go to the movies, and that’s where the world opened up to me. Movies calmed me, 
excited me, educated me, and brought me joy. Movies expanded my interests and my sensibilities. Movies brought to 
life privileges that were otherwise foreign to me. Movies were a connection to those who came before me, those in my 
everyday life, and a connection to all that was to come. Now that I have lived sixty years, I can look back and realize how 
very vital the movie theaters in my life were and that they formed me and gave me a voice. I cannot be the only person 
who was influenced by a beloved movie theater. I am grateful for the patrons who went to the movies and the 
opportunities that allowed the theaters to remain open and affordable. We can be that for others too. 
 
The Harbor Theater is more than a movie house. It’s a gathering place. It’s a celebration. It’s an exploration of past, 
present, and future. It’s the exuberant pulse of our community. We have made many improvements for the safety and 
comfort of all who come through the doors. We have kept the admission fee reasonable for all. We have added gala 
celebrations, costume parties, special wine and cheese events, guest speakers, cultural experiences, and complimentary 
viewings. We have a board that has the community’s interests in the forefront of decisions. And we have members who 
love this theater. We ask you to help us be the reason that another young girl (like me) or someone else can find 
sanctuary in such a magical place. A place called the Harbor Theater. 
 
Thank you for reading this. Thank you for allowing me to share my love for our theater. Thank you for considering a 
donation to keep the theater viable for all. 
 
With appreciation, 
 
Kim Martin 
Owner, Eventide Specialties and Board of Directors, Harbor Theater  


